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THE ROLE OF DIFFUSION MEASUREMENTS IN THE STUDY
OF CRYSTAL LA TTICE DEFECTS

by

G, V. Kidson

ABSTRACT

Measurements of atomic mobility in solids are frequently of direct in-
terest to those concerned with the design, development and utilization of materials
in engineering. Increasing attention, however, is currently devoted to an under
standing of such properties in terms of the occurrence and nature of point and line
defects in the crystals. This paper reviews some recent diffusion studies con
ducted at C.R.N.L. that provide, in addition to data of interest in nuclear technology,
a means of gaining some insight into the more fundamental nature of the lattice
defects occurring in the materials. The systems discussed are (i) self diffusion
in the high temperature phase of pure zirconium (ii) solute diffusion in lead and
(iii) interdiffusion of aiuminum and zirconiur<:"L The unusual and at pre sent incom
pletely understood results described in (i)1 are briefly reviewed. Evidence is given
to suggest that diffusion occu'~s either through a dense dislocation network pro
duced as a result of a martensitic phase transfonnatioIl, or, .:llternatively, by
excess vacancies introduced ·nto the crystal by impurities, In Oi) the extraordi
narily rapid diffusion of noble metal solute s in high purity lead single crystals
will be discussed in terms of the state of soLl.tion of tlJe solute atoms. It will be
shown that their diffusion bebavlOu.( Cd.n be understood by assurning that a fraction
fi of the dissolved solute atoms occupy interstitial sites. The measured diffusion
coefficient D m is related to the interstitial diffusion coefficient by D m = fi Di. In
(iii) the formation and rapid. growth of a single interrnetallic compound ZrAl 3 in
the diffusion zone forrned between pure zirconiun1 and pure alurninum is described
and the diffusion mechanism ~s interpreted in tern} s of the structure of the com
pound lattice. The resu1ts JuGicate that ZrA1 3 foYms a defect lattice" leading to
the relatively rapid migration of aluminum atomso

Chalk River, Ontclrlo



L INTRODUC TION

Diffusion in solids is intimately related to the presence and properties

of lattice defects, This relationship is reviewed briefly in part 2 below, In

the remaining portion of the paper the results of diffusion measurements In

three specific metal system s are de scribed., and some deductions made

concerning the lattice defects responsible,

2. THEORY

Most of the important features of diffusion in solids can be illustrated

by a very simple experimenL If N a atoms in a plane at Xo are somehow

labelled!, It IS found on heating and subsequent analysis that they are dis~

tributed on each side of Xu Smce thIs occurs even in good quality single

crystals, it must be concluded that they are able to move through the bulk

of the lattice. The experimental probability that any particular atom under~

goes a net displacement .6. X = x - X o during time t, can be expressed in

terms of the measured distribution as

p (.6.X, ty =
nfxJtycix

Na
(1)

where n(x, t)dx IS the nurnber of dHf'lsing a.toms between x and x+dx,

per unit area.

A formal description of diffusion can be developed on the basis of

the function p ( .6.X, t) in a ve ry general way [ I J In simple case s) such

as self diffusion or dilute solute diffusion, the flux J is related to the con~

t for example by using radJoactive tracers.
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centration gradient in the form

is the mean square displacement of the labelledwhere AX2 1
= N a

N a

I AXj
J=l

-l AX
2

-j
2.t

an
ax (2)

atom s. The proportionality factor AX2 /2t which characterizes the mobility

of the diffusant, is called the diffusion coefficient, D.

Macroscopic studies in diffusion are concerned primarily with

obtaining analytical solutions for n(x, t) from the eqn.

an
a t

= aT
ax =

a
ax

( 3)

that arises from eqn. (2). Such solutions, of cour se, give explicit expre s-

sions for p ( .AX, t), corre sponding to the particular initial and boundary

conditions imposed.

Microscopic studies of diffusion, on the other hand, are concerned

with the determination of the mechanism by which the atom migrate through

a solid and with relating the rate s at which they do so to the more funda-

mental properties of the system. If the net displacement AX of each atom

is considered to be the resultant of a large number of jumps from one site

He re A. is the lattice parameter, m a geometric constant dependent

to a near neighbor site in the crystal, it may readily be shown [2] that the

diffusion coefficient in isotropic lattices, can be written as

. (4)f r am
D =
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on the lattice, and r a the average jump frequency of the atoms. f is

..

called the correlation factor. It take s into account the fact that the individual

jump directions of the atoms may not be completely random. In self

diffusion f is a constant, in solute diffusion, it can vary with temperature.

The defects thought to be most important in accounting for solid

state diffusion, are the point defects, vacancies and interstitials, and the

line defects, or dislocations. The presence of point defects reduces the

Gibbs free energy of the lattice relative to a perfect crystal. A number n/

unit volume of each species will therefore exist in equilibrium with the

lattice according to the relation [3]

[ f]~S'= exp T . [
-

f
~h'

exp - k~J (5)

f
where N is the total number of sites/unit volume and ~hj'

f
~S'J the

increases in enthalpy and thermal entropy respectively per added defect.

The number of defects can be altered by the presence of impurities, or, In

the case of compounds, by change s in stoichiometry.

Both vacancies and interstitials can move. An interstitial jumps

from one interstitial site to another when it acquires sufficient fluctuations

in thermal energy to penetrate the potential barrier between the two.

Similarily, a vacancy can exchange sites with one of its neighboring

atoms. In both cases an average jump frequency rj of the defect can be

related to the vibrational frequency v of the atom and the increase s in

enthalpy and entropy when the defect is in the activated state [4].
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[
klS

m
]v exp ~ . . (6)

Dislocations are not in thermodynamic equilibrium with the lattice.

The number pre sent depends on the history of the crystal. It may be increased

by deformation or structural transformations, and decreased by prolonged

annealing. Atoms can move relatively easily in the vicinity of dislocations

because of the local distortion of the lattice. We may, in principle,

associate a number of atoms nd/unit volume with the dislocations and

as sign an average jump frequency I'd to them. Since each jump of a point

defect involves an atom, the total number of jumps made by na atoms/

unit volume /unit time in self diffusion is

or

for n a ';:' N.

~ n v
N

. (8)

. (9)

Usually, only one, or at most two of the mechanisms discussed above

make an appreciable contribution to the observed diffusion. In self diffusion

for example, the formation enthalpy of interstitials is considered to be so

high that
n'

C. = _1 ~ O.
1 N Moreover, the dislocation densitie s normally

associated with well-annealed materials, are sufficiently small to ensure

This is particularly true at high temperatures, where

both n v and I'v increase significantly. Under these circumstances self
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diffusion takes place almost entirely by the vacancy mechanism, The

expression for the measured diffusion coefficient then becomes, from

eqns, (4), (5) and (6):

D =
},.2

f v exp
m l Ah~ + Ah~]exp - .

kT
(l0)

If an activation energy Q is defined as

Q = - a log D/a l/kT,

we see that in this case

Q = Ah~ + Ah~

The pre -exponential term, called the frequency factor, or DO is just

( 11 ;,

(12)

( 13)

Confirmation of this model comes from a comparison of the measured Q

with the sum of 6.ht and Ah~ determined separately, The magnitude of

Q values, moreover, appear to be related in a simple way to the melting

point T m of the metal by [5]

Q ~ lA8xlO- 3 T m eV (14)

The measured frequency factors are generally found to fall in the range

of 10'2 < DO < 10, cmll sec" in keeping with theoretical predictions for

the model [6]. It is apparent, then, that rather direct information about

vacancie s can be obtained from diffusion studies for the se simple case s.

Dilute solute diffusion can be treated in a sim]lar way, with some

modifications. Thus, the number of solute-vacancy jumps per unit time
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for the n a solutes and the n v vacancies is n v [k1 r;; J r~, where k 1 takes

any vacancy- solute interaction into account and r~ is the solute -vacancy

exchange rate,

Similarily, the number of solute jumps along dislocations is

nd [kz r;: ] rd' where k z represents any tendency to preferential

i
segregation of the solute and I'd is the jump rate of the solute in the region

of the dislocation, Finally, since solutes are not necessarily excluded

from inter stitial site s, we have a contri bution ni ri' so that

I

r v + nl' "1' + k z nd "d
i

ra(solute) = k 1 nv .1. .1.

N na N

In the following, the results of some diffusion studies at C, R. N. L. and

elsewhere will be considered in terms of the foregoing analysis.

3. DIFFUSION IN THE B, C. C. PHASES OF Zr AND Ti

As outlined in part 2, the results of high temperature studies of

self diffusion and solute diffusion in rna st metals can be understood in

terms of a simple vacancy mechanism. It appears, however, that the

diffusion behaviour of the B. C. C. phases of Zr and Ti cannot. The

pertinent observations are as follows:

(15 )

(i) Both self and substitutional solute diffusion measurements in B.C.C.

Zr and Ti give rise to non-linear plots of log D vS 1 IT [7, 8] .

(H) The measured values of DO and Q increase monotonically with

temperature, as shown in Fig. 1.

(Hi) While the DO values are unusually small at low temperatures, so

also are the Q~s, so that the self diffusion coefficients are consider-
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ably larger than predicted by the empirical relations noted in part 2.

This is even more pronounced for solute diffusion in f3 Ti and the

effect increases with decreasing solubility of the solute [8] .

(iv) Values of Q extrapolated to the melting point are less than those

predicted by eqn, (14),

(v) Kirkendall effects have been observed in these metals [9] and there

is supplementary evidence for vacancie s [10],

(vi) Both Zr and Ti undergo a phase transformation between room tem-

perature and the diffusion annealing temperatures.

The author [11] has interpreted these observations in terms of a

diffusion coefficient made up of two terms, that is

( 16)

where D 1 is assumed to represent a contribution from a normal vacancy

mechanism and D z a further contribution that becomes dominant at low

temperatures. Two models for this latter term are considered. In the

first of these it is assumed that oxygen impurities, dissolved in octahedral

interstitial sites, produce a lattice strain that is relieved by the presence

of a vacant near neighbol substitutional site. The total vacancy concentra-

tion is then the sum of free vacancies and vacancies associated with the

impurity atoms. C v can be written in the form [ 10] .

Cv 'V (l -L', Cb) exp [A~£ ] exp - ,- ~?J l +L kT _:

[AS! ] [Ah£ .. 6hJZCb exp T exp - 00 ••••• (17)kT

where Cb is the total impurity concentration, Z is the impurity coordination
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number and 6h is the impurity-vacancy binding energy. For 6h large, the

associated vacancy concentration becomes relatively temperature inde-

pendent and hence determined primarily by Cb' In the limiting case of

f
6h = ~hv' the vacancy concentration can be written in the form

Cv :: Aexp - [6kl~n + BCb
Returning to Fig. 1, it is found that the experimental points are fitted quite

well by

D = 1. 34 exp - [2. 84/kT] + 8.5 X 10-5 exp -

f m m
This implies that (~hv + .6hv ) = 2.84 eV, .6hv =

at %.

[1. 20/kT]cmZ /sec (19)

1 . 2 a e V and C b 2:: o. 03 8

While these parameters are all physically reasonable and support

the assumption that Dl can be associated with a normal vacancy mechanism,

the required binding energy 6h is very large. Moreover, the model im-

plies that any variation in C b should have a marked effect on the measured

diffusion rate s at low temperatures. There is evidence to sugge st this is

not the case [11].

The alternative model was proposed after the results of solute

diffusion studies in f3 Ti were published [8] and when rather strong evidence

for a martensitic a - f3 phase transformation had been reported [ 12] .

This alternative interpretation assumes that D z is due to diffusion along

dislocations. The calculated density required to account for eqn. 19 is

109 to 1010 dislocation lines/cmz . While this is unusually high, it could be

a result of the martensitic phase transformation. Moreover the dislocations
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may be relatively difficult to remove if they are locked by interstitially dis

solved impurities.

The activation energy of 1.20 eV is of the order expected for dif

fusion along dislocationE. The model is consistent with the pronounced effect

observed for solute diffusion in f3 Ti if the segregation coefficient k z in

eqn. 15 increases with decreasing solute solubility.

Experiments are planned in which prolonged pre -annealing of the

diffusion specimen in a very high vacuum may be done prior to the diffusion

experiment. If this pre-annealing reduces the observed diffusion coefficient

at low temperatures, strong support for the dislocation model will be

achieved.

4. SOLUTE DIFFUSION IN LEAD SINGLE CRYSTALS

The results of self diffusion measurements in lead [13] appear to

be completely consistent with a simple vacancy mechanism and can be

described by

D = 1, 37 exp - 1. 13 /kT cmz / s ec (20)

The solutes thallium, bismuth, tin, cadmium, antimony, mercury

and magnesium have diffusion coefficients that are close to those for self

diffusion and can also be understood in terms of a simple vacancy

mechanism [ 14] .

Recent measurernents by the author, however, have confirmed the

unusual diffusion behaviour of gold in lead reported by Seith et al [15] and

by Ascoli [16]. That is, while the distribution curves n(x, t} of the
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diffusing solute are as expected for sim.ple bulk diffusion, conforming to the

relation

n(x, t) =~ exp 
'-Jrr Dt 4Dt

(21 )

and the plot of log D vs 1 IT is linear, the diffusion coefficients themselves

are orders of magnitude larger than those for self diffusion. The tempera-

ture dependence can be expressed by:

D = 8.3 X 10- 3 exp - 0.435/kT cmZ/sec

According to eqn. (15), the average jump frequency of the gold

impurity atoms may be written as

(22)

r' +v
_nl' ndr l· + k z - r i

N dnAu
( 15)

The observation of a linear log D vs 1 IT relation suggests one

mechanism predominates over the entire range. If we assume the gold to

be dissolved substitutionally and to diffuse by a vacancy mechanism, we

require

whence

r' »v
n'1--,

nAu
k z nd r l

N d
(23 )

(24)

The difference ~Q in the activation energies for gold diffusion and

self diffusion in lead can be written as [17]

~Q = [(~h£), -(~h~)J + [(~h~), -(~h~)J - k81og£z/8 liT

(25 )
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The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the solvent and solute respectively

and the last term C arises from the temperature dependence of the cor-

relation factor for solute diffusion,

The mo st succeS sful theoretical model for the interpretation of

dilute substitutional solute diffusion is based on the electro static inter-

action between the effective screened charge of the solute and the vacan-

cies [17, 18]. Its most important prediction is that solute preceding the

solvent in the same row of the periodic table will repel vacancies and

hence give rise to positive AQ's while those that follow the solvent attract

vacancies and hence have negative AQ's. The large and negative AQ

observed for gold diffus~on in lead is contrary to this prediction. If it is

assumed that the relatively small size of the gold ion gives rise to very

large r i values the term. arising from the correlation factor becomes
v

important. Consideration of this effect shows once again that the rate

controlling term is dominated by the impurity-vacancy interaction.

Returning again to eqn. (15), if it is assumed that k z is large, so

that diffusion along dislocations predominates, the shape of the distribution

curves and the value of DO measured requires a dislocation density of

about 101Z lines /cm?, This seems much too large for carefully handled,

well annealed, high purity single crystals.

These consideratIons and others [19] lead to the suggestion that

the dominant term in this system may be .-::L ri That is to say, if a
nAu

fraction ..2:i- of the total number of gold atoms dis solved goes into inter
nAu

stitial sites with a very large mobility r., this contribution to the average
1
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jump frequency of all the gold atoms could dominate. The measured acti-

vation energy would be

~ f fJ mQ = Ah· - Ah + Ah·1 s 1 (26)

where the bracketed term is the difference between the enthalpy as sodated

with the solution of a gold atom on an interstitial site and that of one on a

substitutional site. The small size of the gold ion relative to the lead

lattice parameter and its do sed shell configuration in the singly ionized

state could account for a rather small value for this difference.

5. INTERDIFFUSION OF ALUMINUM AND ZIRCONIUM

5. 1 Introduction

The preceding sections have been concerned with detailed studies in

simple systems. This section will deal with a qualitative interpretation of

some observations made in the course of a technological investigation of

the interdiffusion of aluminum and zirconium. As is typical of such studies,

the phenomena involved are relatively complex and the methods used

relatively crude. It will be suggested, neverthele s s, that even here some

insight concerning the diffusion mechanism and the associated defect

structure of the system can be deduced.

Since the interdiffusion of two metals results in the spanning of the

complete concentration range, one may expect that each of the nine inter-

mediate alloy phases reported in the AI-Zr system [20] will be produced

as a thin layer in the diffusion zone. On the basis of a simple phenome-

nological model, the rate of growth of any particular layer can be shown

..
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to depend on the composition ranges, the miscibility gaps and the diffusion

coefficients of each phase present [21 J, The width of any part:..cular phase

Wj(T,t) will increase as

1

W j (T 9 t) OC' B j (T)t2 """""'''''''' (26)

where Bj(T) is a complex temperature dependent rate constant and t is

the annealing time, Departures from this parabolic time dependence may

be taken as evidence of the operation of effects not considered ~n the

simple model,

5,2 Experimental

The expedments consisted of clamping clean flat surfaces of

aluminum and zirconium discs together in :intimate contact while annealing

at temperatures from 550 to 650')C, The diffusion zone was subse-

quently examined metallographically on surfaces polished parallel to the

diffusion aXIS,

5.3 Observations

The most striking 0 bservation wa~ that out of the nine interrnediate

phases reported for the AI-Zr systern, only Zr A1 3 grew to a detectable

width and it grew very ra.pidly. The general features of the diffusion zone

believed to have been due to thermal stresses generated dudng the cooling
..

are shown in Fig 2 The large transverse crack across the alloy 15

of the specimen. The stri.ng of lentIcular voids at the Z r A1 3 - Al inter,

face and the series of small round voids in the interior of the band near

the aluminum side of the zone are typical, These gave rise to fragile

bonds at the Zr A1 3 - Al interface, The Zr . Zr AI:; bond was very strong,
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Initially the growth rate of the Zr A1 3 layer was parabolic, but it subse

quently decreased and became erratic for long annealing times,

6, DISCUSSION

The sequence of events leading to the formation of an intermediate

alloy phase involves the saturation of the primary solid solution, the

nucleation of the intermediate phase and the subsequent growth of that

phase. The specific points of interest with regard to the present study are

(i) the unique occurence of Zr A1 3 in the diffusion zone,

(ii) the formation of voids near the aluminum interface,

(iii) the rapid growth of the alloy phase, and

(iv) the departure from a parabolic growth rate,

In the following an attempt will be made to interpret Some of the

points in terms of the known structures of the phases involved, and to use

the remaining points to deduce further information about the system,

Aluminum has a simple face -centered cu bic structure with a near

neighbor separation of 2,86 'A., It will dissolve about O. 06 at % zirconium

in the primary solid solution at 600 0 C, Further addition of zirconium

results in the formation of Zr AI), This compound has been reported as

having a stoichiometric composition and an ordered, body-centered

tetragonal type DO Z3 space lattice [22], The arrangement of the atoms,

however, can be considered as a slightly distorted face -centered cubic

structure, as indicated in Fig. 3. The AI-AI spacing s are 2. 80 'A., and

2. 86 'A., clo Se to that for pure aluminum. It would appear, then, that the
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Zr Al 3 phase could be fanned from. the saturated pr:i.m.ary solid solution

by the incom.ing zirconium. atom.s occupying an orde:red array of sites in

the a1um.inum. m.atrix o This ease of nucleation plus the sm.all am.ount of

zirconium. required to saturate the aluminum. probably accounts for the

early form.ation of the Z r A1 3 , Us U subsequent rapid growth depends

largely upon the diffusion behaviour in the Zr A1 3 itself, An indication of

the m.echanism. of diffusion in tl:is phase is given by the appearance of the

voids near the Zr A1 3 - Al interface This type of porosity is frequently

observed in diffusion couples [24]" It can arise if both of the two species

diffuse by a vacancy m.echanism., but do so at m.arkedly different rates 0

In the present case, this Kirkendall effect, as it is called, indicates that

the flow of alum.lnum aero s s the Z r AI) is faster than that of zirconium. in

the opposite direction, The net flux of atorns away from. the Zr Al - Al

side results in a local sli.persaturation of the alloy wlth vacancies, their

predpitation giving rise to the observable voids,

Additional support for the assumption that the alum.inum. has a

higher mobility than the zirconium. can be gained from the structure of

Z r Al 3 0 As indicated in Fl.g, 3, this structure is ,such that each alum.inum.

atom. has eight alum.inum. and four zirconium sites J',n its coordination

shell, whereas each zirconium. atom. is com.pletely surrounded by alum.i

num. sites, The alum.inmn atom.s, then, can exchange with near -neighbor

vacancies on other alum.inum. sHes with a frequency determ.ined largely

by the as sodated potential barrier, The zirconium. atom.s, on the other

hand, must move into site s on the alum3num sublattice during an exchange
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with a vacancy. Since Zr Al 3 is ordered, such zirconium-vacancy exchanges

involve an ordering energy in addition to the normal potential barrier. The

fact that the alloy remains ordered up to the melting point [20] suggests

that this may be as high as 0.6 eV. The additional energy barrier will

result in a significantly lower atom-vacancy exchange frequency, A further

reduction in the effective mobility of the zirconium relative to that of the

aluminum is probably brought about by the correlation factor.

While the foregoing can account for a rnarked difference in the

diffusivities of the two species, it does not indicate why the diffusion rates

themselves are so large. That they are large may be seen by taking the

mean square displacement of the atoms aero s s the diffusion zone to be

about half the measured width of the Z r AI?), This indicate s a diffusion

coefficient of the order of 10- 8 emZ/sec at 630"C, compared to the predicted

value of about 10- 15 cm2 /sec for a system that melts at 1550"'C [20], The

absence of the intervening phases between the Zr AI:; and the zirconium

indicates that the diffusion rates in these alloys are probably closer to the

predicted values, In a sense, it may be argued that the very rapid flux of

the aluminum atoms towards the zirconium swamps these lower aluminum

content phases. It is evident from these studies that the Zr AI?) compound

must have a range of composition in order that a non-·zero concentration

gradient exists acro s s the considerable width of the diffusion layer. It is

suggested that the departure from stoichiometry as one moves from the

aluminum rich side towards the zirconium rich side, is accomplished by

progressively more aluminum sites being vacant. Such a defect lattice can
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readily account for the rapid diffusion rates and the unusually abundant

porosity observed,

The departure f~-om a parabolic growth rate may be attributed to

the formation of the lenticular voids at the aHoy-aluminum interface 0

If, as suggested In the foregoing, t"he voids are formed as a result of the

diffusion proce s s, they will increase ~n size and number as diffusion

proceeds, eventually reducing tbe area and bond at the interface and

inhibiting further growth.

SUMMARY

Tills paper has emphasized the role played by relat:lvely simple

diffusion measurements in the study of defects in crystals While

diffusion in most metal systems can be anderstood in terms of a simple

vacancy mechanism, departures from normal behaVIour do occur. In

such cases the nature ard magnitude of this departure can be exploited

to deduce possible alterEative dHfusion mechanIsms, or variants of the

vacancy mechanism. Once the mechanism has been established, usually

as a result of a nurnber of supplementary expe:riment s, the parameters

obtained in diffusion measurements provide quantitative information

about the concentration a.nd rnobHity of the defects responsible. Such

information is, in turn, of considerable value ;m the assessment of theo-

retical models of solids.
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Fig. 1: Log D vs 1 IT for self diffusion in BCC zirconium.
Note the departure from linearity.
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lattice. The complete cell contains
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